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l5il UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Senate Consultative Committee 

164 Food Science and Nutrition 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 
Telephone (612)373-3226 

AGENDA 

SENATE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 
Thursday, March 31, 1983 

626 Campus Club 
12:30 - 3:00 

(The chairwoman will need to bring down the gavel at 12:30 sharp.) 

12:30 

12:32 

12:35 

12:40 

12:55 

1:05 

1:15 

2:00 

1. Minutes of March 3 (sent earlier). 

2. Report of the Chair (Swan). 

3. Report of the Student Chair (Lenander). 

4. Special reports: 

A. From Regents committees: Freier, Fredricks, Turner. 

B. From hearing of the Senate Finance Committee's 
Subcommittee on Higher Education (Sundquist). 

C. From Task Force on Institute for the Humanities 
(Howe) . 

5. Senate Committee on Services for the Handicapped: policy 
and implementation proposals (Professor Jack Merwin; 
enclosures) . 

6. Task Force on Higher Education and the Economy of the 
State (Dean David Lilly) . 



l5n UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Senate Consultative Committee 

164 Food Science and Nutrition 
1334 Eckles Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 
Telephone (612)373=3226 

MINUTES 
SENATE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 

March 31, 1983 
626 Campus Club 

12:40 - 3:10 

APPROVED 4/21/83 

Members present: B. Anderson, V. Fredricks, P. Freier, B. Hogen, J. Howe, 
J. Iverson, D. Lenander, R. Linden, M. Mattson, D. Pratt, P. Quie, W. B. Sundquist, 
P. Swan, W. D. Spring, J. Turner. 

Guests: Maureen Smith, Richard Ericson, Dean David Lilly, Professor Carl Adams. 

The meeting was convened at 12:40 p.m. by Pat Swan, Chair. 

1. The minutes of March 3 were approved for distribution as written. 

2. Reports. 

A. Report of the Chair had been distributed in advance. 

B. Report of the Student Chair. Mr. Lenander announced the Student SCC 
will continue its practice of regular meetings before each sec meeting. 

C. Reports from Regents meetings of March 10-11. Professors Freier and 
Turner submitted written reports. Professor Fredricks reported that the only 
discussion item in the Faculty and Staff Affairs Committee had been on admin
istrative augmentation policy, which Vice President Keller told the Regents 
should remain "flexible." 

D. Report from the Legislature. Professor Sundquist. The University's 
March 8 presentation to the Senate Finance Committee's Subcommittee on Higher 
Education, by President Magrath, Vice Presidents Keller and Vanselow, and 
Veterinary Medicine Dean Dunlop, was especially effective. Compared to a year 
ago, the atmosphere in the Senate is receptive to the University's case. The 
presentation was consistent with our priorities. President Magrath made a strong 
case for faculty salary increases, the top priority; he described the faculty's 
real salary loss while the rest of employees in the state gained, and our 
declining position in comparison with other major research institutions. The 
administration laid out the needs of the coordinate campuses and pointed out 
the deterioration of the S&E budget. They corrected the legislative misperception 
that the University holds a large discretionary fund for student financial aid. 
They explained the reasons for special increases sought for I.~, Veterinary 
Medicine, and the School of Public Health. 

E. Institute for the Humanities. Professor Howe reported on the meeting 
sponsored by the task force Dean Lukermann appointed some time ago and which has 
been chaired by Rutherford Aris and Karal Ann Marling. Attending with the task 
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force were Dean Lukermann and Vice President Keller. The dean was enthusiastic 
about endorsing the report; the vice president was cautious. At this time the 
final form of the report is believed to have gone to the dea~who is to appoint 
this spring a director and an advisory committee to point the way. The task 
force has not said what the institute's program should be. Half the advisory 
committee members are to come from the humanities faculty and half from beyond 
the University. 

Professor Swan spoke of broad faculty concern for balance in the University 
and for quality in the humanities, noting the declines in recent decades. Wise 
heads and good scholars working together can help the humanities; without good 
leadership, the effort could further hurt the humanities. 

Professor Howe said it is widely agreed funding for the proposed institute 
will have to come primarily from grants; it is presently unknown what kinds of 
seed money will be available. The task force is fully aware the institute 
should have implications for the whole University. 

Professor 'Freier asked what budget would fund the director's position. 
Might the project flounder because the proposal is so nebulous? 

Professor Swan told SCC that while the committee does not enter into 
collegiate planning, we can properly note our concerns regarding a plan which 
has implications for the whole University. She added that an unsuccessful 
project could lose the faith of the faculty. 

Professor Turner spoke in favor of the innovation. If it is successful, 
it will become more than self-sufficient. The only cost to the University will 
be one director's salary plus secretarial help. 

Professor Howe seconded the worth of trying something. He noted that 
there is wide disagreement in the college on what the institute ought to be 
and do. 

Professor Quie said that the successful initiatives within the Health 
Sciences have been those which originated from within the faculty rather than 
being imposed from above. Howe explained that the original initiative came 
from several faculty members; however the idea does not have universal support 
in the college. 

Professor Spring recommended that an open declaration be made as to which 
course is being chosen and the reasons why, since any sub rosa controversy 
remains a threat. 

Professor Howe recommended SCC write Dean Lukermann a letter relating its 
support, concerns, and interest in planning issues. sec should indicate it 
sees the opportunities and hopes great care will be taken in developing these 
possibilities. 

Professor Freier questioned whether the SCC should endorse a particular 
academic activity. 

Ms. Anderson inquired whether the reason for outside participation is to 
help generate financial underwriting. Professor Turner replied that CLA has 
recognized the need for outside connections. Professor Sundquist noted the 
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Humphrey Institute as exemplifying good outreach effort via its "Minnesota 
Meeting" with national speakers. 

3. Report of the Senate Committee on Services for the Handicapped. Professor 
Jack Merwin. 

Professor Merwin introduced Dr. Roger Drewicke, the University's Resource 
Officer for the Handicapped and staff for the Senate Committee. 

This operations committee of the Senate brought to the SCC its policy & procedural 
recommendations for the Senate regarding accommodation to the needs of University 
students with handicaps. Professor Merwin referred to the long history of this 
effort, which began with the special task force appointed by the President in 
1978 and chaired by Professor Maynard Reynolds. The present committee's report 
on policies and procedures is somewhat different from the Reynolds Report: it 
aims to build an understanding of the needs and accommodations of the needs of 
students the University presently has. 

Policy recommendations contain the broad measures the committee expects 
will not change rapidly and which ought to have Senate approval. Implementation, 
on the other hand, should be administrative and might be more subject to change. 
It is described in the procedural recommendations. 

sec members raised several questions about items in the three sections-
the policies, the procedures, and the explanations for both. They asked that 
the words, "a program of" be struck from Procedural Recommendation 6, because 
their inclusion makes it a policy statement. (Dr. Drewicke's office already 
does studies of educational assessment methods for students with handicaps and 
hopes to do more together with the program access committee.) 

In Policy Recommendation Three, on continuation of a committee on services 
to the handicapped, the adjective "policy" should be struck. Committee is one 
of the Senate's operations committees. 

Professor Fredricks asked if faculty get any help for the considerable 
time commitment of oral testing of a blind student. Dr. Drewicke answered that 
it is good, when possible and T.A. help is available, for the faculty to do the 
testing. Blind students should have readers. Faculty can call the Drewicke 
office for assistance. 

The all-University coordinating committee on the handicapped has not raised 
questions or objections about this set of recommendations. 

Mr. Hogen recommended that the wording indicate the University will operate 
at or above the legal requirements; 'U' should not be content with meeting the 
legal minimum. 

Mr. Linden asked if informing the community of services available centrally 
would not be even more useful than decentralizing services. Professor Merwin 
said service at both levels is needed. While retaining central services, 
someone in each unit should be identified as the information source on services. 

Professor Turner asked the disposition of the Reynolds Committee report. 
Professor Merwin said it had been sent to the Educational Policy Committee about 
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two years ago when the busy committee gave it only a little attention, and 
raised questions about cost implications. 

Professor Spring, with other SCC members concurring, asked if Professor 
Merwin's committee could omit references to the Reynolds report, and instead 
incorporate some of the particulars contained in the "Explanations" into the 
policy and procedural recommendations. Procedural Recommendation Three is an 
example where the real substance is presently given in the "Explanation." 
Professor Merwin agreed to the suggestion. 

Professor Mattson asked how the University presently would score in its 
services for the handicapped and how well it would score if it implemented 
these policies. Professor Merwin was the tougher grader, but both he and 
Dr. Drewicke rank the University as rather middling now, and foresee that it 
could be superior. 

Professor Spring asked at what level the "working committees" (Procedural 
Recommendation Two) should operate and who is meant to appoint them. Merwin and 
Drewicke said that each University campus has a coordinator of services. The 
Twin Cities campus has in addition a Program Access Committee and a Physical 
Access Committee. 

The Senate Committee intends the policy recommendations to apply to all 
campuses of the University. Merwin agreed the document could specify, "we need 
campus-wide committees on each campus." Professor Merwin indicated agreement 
with the SCC that Procedural Recommendation Two (on working committees) needs 
a good deal more work. 

Ms. Anderson said that on a smaller campus, one committee may be able to 
encompass both the physical access and the program access charge. She sees the 
greater problem as one of communication, making faculty aware of the services 
and of the rights which have been granted to students with handicaps. 

Mattson and Pratt expressed concern about the economics of physical and 
programmatic adaptation particularly for the small campuses and small colleges. 
Pratt suggested colleges might share a staff person for services for the 
handicapped. 

Professor Fredricks moved that the policy recommendations be sent to the 
Senate. Last sentence in Policy Recommendation One is to read, "Some services 
may will need to be centralized ••• ," and the word "policy" will be struck from 
the description of the continuing committee in Policy Recommendation Three. 
Professor Merwin agreed to these changes and to preparing a preamble (a revision 
and abridgement of the present Introduction) for the Senate docket. 

The motion was carried without dissent or abstention. 

There was informal agreement that the SCC will at a later date further 
discuss the procedural recommendations. 

4. Task Force on Higher Education and the Economy of the State. Dean David Lilly, 
Chair, and Professor Carl Adams, Secretary, of the Task Force. 

SCC members John Turner and Burt Sundquist are also members of the 
Task Force. 
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Dean Lilly and Professor Adams distributed copies of (1) Vice President 
Hasselmo's March 18 letter to Dean Lilly on Hasselmo's expectation of the outcome 
of the task force's work; (2) the internal survey going to chairpersons and 
deans on all campuses; and (3) the letter to all faculty informing them of the 
task force and the survey. 

Dean Lilly told the SCC the task force has met twice to date. They want 
to get both the internal Universit~:5~d the external view of the relationship of 
the University to the state's economy. The internal survey is being conducted 
now; Professor Ken Roering (Marketing & Business Law) will do the external 
survey. In addition, the task force will communicate with group and individual 
canst ituen ts. 

Professor Swan asked what kind of analysis the task force will apply to 
its data, given the open-ended nature of the questions. Professor Adams said 
analysis will be done through the office of the Vice President for Finance and 
will separate types of questions and code from the responses. 

Professor Swan asked if the task force started with any framework for 
analysis in mind. 

Professor Sundquist, co-author of the internal survey, said Vice President 
Hasselmo's letter to the task force and also the President's quite specific 
letter of February 23 formed the basis for the set of questions. However, the 
task force does not want to preclude the admission of original suggestions. 
Professor Turner said that as with the survey conducted last year regarding 
scholarly activities of the faculty, the objective is to get ideas; neither 
survey is intended as a scientific instrument. 

The respondents need to know when their replies are due, SCC noted. 

Professor Pratt inquired about the task force's relationship to the Ibele 
Committee on University-Industry Relationships and about staking out respective 
territories. Dean Lilly said he and Professor Ibele will discuss where the two 
projects can dovetail and how to avoid redundancy. 

Professor Howe asked how the rest of the University, beyond the specific 
realms of technology and management, relates to what the task force is thinking 
about. Dean Lilly replied that it relates very importantly. He told sec that 
nationwide, and particularly in the Midwest, there is a rediscovery of the 
importance of the universities and an attempt to relate them to the economies 
of the state. He is delighted by this interest and sees in it the opportunity 
to coalesce much support for the University. 

The University means a stream of well-educated people (who are conscious 
of other cultures, have knowledge of languages, a sense of history, the ability 
to handle 4ata, to think clearly and to analyze) and a stream of research. Both 
streams are important ingredients for the well-being of the economy. Lilly's 
view is that the liberal arts side is as important as the engineering side, and 
the task force includes strong people committed to the liberal arts. 

Professor Turner added that the task force will also be looking at the 
long-term impact of the University upon the state. The long-term requires a 
strong University with a strong core. "We're all on the same wave-length," 
on the task force, he said. 
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Professor Fredricks pointed out that some wording in the survey can seem 
unrelated to the mission and accomplishment of the humanities units (e.g. formal 
and informal "delivery systems") and people there may be at a loss as to how to 
answer. Professor Sundquist answered that "delivery system" can mean the moving 
out of educated baccalaureate graduates. (Not everyone present was confident 
the questions would elicit from the humanities the kind of response the task 
force expects.) 

In response to a question, Professor Adams told SCC it was not the purpose 
of the task force to identify past accomplishments. The question is what units 
can do now to affect the state's economy. 

Professor Turner said people in state government feel the University is 
able to do things fairly quickly. The information from the surveys can be useful 
to the state's policy makers. However, the University's real contributions are 
long-term. Our biggest contribution is probably going to be basic research, 
which has to be done at universities, and some applied research. 

Dean Lilly said he had met with the deans and explained to them how central 
to his overall work ar~ the data they will contribute. 

Professor Howe asked Dean Lilly for his understanding of what will happen 
to the recommendations the task force makes. Dean Lilly said it would be his 
earnest recommendation to put them into action. The report will point the way 
and will identify some things for further study and evaluation. Professor Howe 
expressed a hope to have the larger University community discuss the larger 
implications of the report before it is implemented. 

Professor Adams told SCC that Vice President Hasselmo has committed the 
Budget Executive to review the report immediately, as well as the President. 

Dean Lilly said the new buzz words "high tech" refer to a new way of doing 
things and of answering questions. It's more how to use a computer than how to 
design one that I'm concerned about, he told the committee. 

He advocated a University interchange point with outside business and 
industry of any size. An enterprizing citizen who needs access to the University's 
brain power has no idea of how to find his or her way in and locate the desired 
expert, except in Agriculture. 

Professor Swan asked the dean to discuss his broader portfolio. 

Dean Lilly described the U of M as one of the four largest computer univer
sities in the country. We own the giant Gray I, which will be later replaced 
by Gray II. We want to attract faculty who will use a large computer for their 
varied research. Since the capacity is bigger than the University needs, we 
want to lease out time for companies. This brings us to the "unrelated income" 
problem with IRS. The solution is for the University to establish a private 
company, "Research Equipment, Inc." (REI) and lease the computer to it. REI 
will in turn lease time to small companies. Dean Lilly will be president of 
REI. Its first need is for an accounting system. 

Dean Lilly is also the President's special consultant on the University 
and the Minnesota economy, and in that capacity serves as his liaison to the 
several commissions in the state concerned with what the University can do for 
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the economy. We hope to be influential enough with the administration, he 
said, that they can restructure in ways to be responsive to the various commis
sions. If that happens, there will be no need for Dean Lilly to continue 
indefinitely in this liaison role. 

Professor Swan thanked the guests and told them the Consultative Committee 
looks forward with a good deal of excitement to seeing their report. 

The meeting adjourned at 3:10p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Meredith Poppele, 
Executive Assistant 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Senate Consultative Committee 
164 Food Science and Nutrition 
1334 EcklesiAvenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 
Telephone (612)373-3226 

Report of the Chair for March 31 SCC meeting. 

Because of the length of our agenda, we will forego the oral committee 
reports, but will welcome any written reports for circulation or distribution. 
The minutes of the Senate Finance Committee's meetings of February 3 and 
March 3 are enclosed. 

Enclosed is a proposed amendment to the Twin Cities Assembly Constitution 
and Bylaws whose purpose is to clarify the reporting lines of registered 
student organizations. (With one exception, it is included only in the 
envelopes of the Twin Cities Campus members.) I invite your comments or 
suggestions by telephone or memo to me or to Meredith prior to March 31. 
Especially, Donald Spring, would you cast your constitutionally expert eye 
on this wording even though it is for another campus's Assembly? We'd 
appreciate it. I am at the same time sending the draft to interested 
Student Affairs people and to Business and Rules and Committee on Committees. 

The report of the Committee on Services for the Handicapped is enclosed. 
It includes a list of policy proposals and a list of proposed procedures 
for implementation, and explanations. Policy proposals must go to the Senate. 
The procedures for implementation do not require Senate action, but the 
Committee on Services for the Handicapped seeks the SCC's endorsement. 
Committee chairman Jack Merwin will be with us on the 31st. Appendix B 
of the report is the 1979 Report of the University Committee on the Handi
capped, the special committee appointed by President Magrath in 1978. A 
copy of this report is available in the SCC office and we will have one or 
two copies at our meeting. 

We expect two reports for information, which will be in this mailing if 
they have reached the SCC office in time. One is a report on Social Concerns' 
recommendations to Vice President Bohen on proxy voting for shareholders' 
meetings which occur in April. The other is from the task force on the 
Cooperating Fund, and is a copy of its recommendation to Faculty Affairs, 
the Social Concerns Committee, and the Civil Service Committee. 

The following dates have been proposed for Senate and Assembly meetings 
in 1983-84: 

Senate and Assembly 
Assembly 
Senate and Assembly 
Senate and Assembly 
Senate 

November 17 
January 26 (postponed this year) 
February 16 
May3 
May 17. 

Unless you advise me otherwise, I will suggest to ¥~rilee Ward that the 
January Assembly date be omitted. I will need your advice by March 31 
on this too. 

P. Swan 



Attention: Asse;nbly Steering Conunittce members 3/21/83 

Re?vrtin~es and jurisdictional lines regarding registered student 
organizations on the Twin Cities Campus. 

Prooosed amendme~t to Twin Cities Campus Ass~ubly Constitution. 

Article I. General PO\vers. 

(to be inserted after the first sentence in ?aragraph 3.) 

The Assembly shall have jurisdiction over all T•·lin Cities campus student 

organizations registered with the Student Organization Development Center 

or its successor. 

Proposed amendment to Twin Cities Campus Asse;nbly Bylaws. 

Article III. Twin Cities Assembly Committees. 

1. Committees Reporting to the Assembly. 

C. Student Affairs. 

Duties and Responsibilities. 

to formulate and recommend to the Assembly policies pertaining to 

all tfiese student affairs and student organizations registered with the 

Student Organization Development Center or its successor wit~ia-t~e 

jars~&~&tfea-ef-t~e-Assemely and not within the control or supervision 

of any other committee of the Assembly. Specific non-classroom matters 

of concern to the committee shall include, but not be limited to ••• 

(remainder of section unchanged). 

to provide for orderly supervision over the financial affairs of all 

student organizations of the Twin Cities campus ever-w!:l:i:e,~-t~e-Ya:i:v-er-s~ty 

fi&e-eeatrel registered with the Student Organization Development Center 

or its successor. 

to require of all registered student organizations an annual report and, 

upon request, a report within 30 days of notice. 

(remaining tHo iterns of ACSA section follo~:, unchanged) 

Ii\FORNATION: The intent of these amendments is to clarify \.Jhich student 

organizations come under the Assembly's jurisdiction. 



UNIVERSI1Y OF MINNESOTA Un1vers,ty Senate Consultative Committee 

164 Food Science and Nutrition 
1334 Eckles Avenue 

Dean Fred Lukerrnann 
College of Liberal Arts 
215 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Fred: 

St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 
Telephone (612)373-3226 

April 5, 1983 

The Senate Consultative Committee has spent considerable 
time during the past several years discussing the _programmatic 
content and the fiscal realities of University planning. Many 
of us are concerned that amidst ·all the activity sur~·ounding 
technical and professional education we may lose sight of the 
arts and sciences' centrality to the University's mission. 

In that context, we have noted with interest plans for 
development of a Humanities Institute in the College of Liberal 
Arts. While not at all intending to involve ourselves in 
collegiate planning activities, we do think it appropriate to 
mention our sense of the need to find ways of strengthening 
the humanities within the University. The health of the 
humanities affects all of us, not just our colleagues in CI.A. 

We have made no attenpt to "second guess 11 you:r: plans in 
this area. We assume that our CLA colleagues are those best 
qualified to plan for future developments in the humanities. 
We wish simply to add our concern to that expressed in the Aris 
committee report by emphasizing our conviction of h~w important 
it is that the Institute be carefully and successfully begun, 
especially that it have the kind of strong and representative 
leadership that will bring it success. We wish you and your. 
colleagues well. 

PBS:mbp 

bee: c. 
K. 
J. 

P. Magrath 
Keller 
Howe 

Pa~ricia B. Swan, Chairman, 
Senate Consultative Committee 
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Non-Thes Thesis Ac Salary Pudg~t 

TOTAL JNST. OF TECH. 337.03 6.20 .37 10~9.08 13.79 .27 .30 .26 .46 18474980 18835779 !.()~ 
TOTAL BIO. SCIENCES 73.45 4.80 .28 717.06 14.85 .14 .17 .27 .37 5255206 5670765 1.7•1 

TOTAL VET. KED. 69.70 17.52 .02 291.23 27.87 .05 .11 .14 .11 1339200 1497720 ,4ft 
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l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

March 10, 1983 

MEMORANDUM 

Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs 
Morrill Hall 
100 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

TO: Pat Swan, Chair, Senate Consultative Committee 

FROM: Jack Merwin, ·thair, Senate Operations Committee on Services 
to Persons with Handicaps 

SUBJECT: Recommendations for University Policy and Procedures for Services 
to Persons with Handicaps 

Enclosed please find two sets of recommendations together with supporting 
materials from our Committee. One is a set of recommended policies 
regarding services to persons with handicaps. The second set is recommen
dations for procedures needed to implement policies. We respectfully 
request that these recommendations go forward to the Senate and Administration 
respectively for action this spring with whatever modifications the sec 
might feel are needed to enable it to support them. 

These recommendations have been under development since the start of the 
work of the University Committee for the Handicapped, appointed by 
President Magrath in 1978. We expect that experience gained through imple
mentation will lead to the need for expansion and modification of these 
policies and procedures. However, the University cannot in good conscience 
continue to operate without a basic set of policies and procedures for this 
important aspect of its operation. 

I would be happy to discuss these recommendations with you or other members 
of sec if that seems desirable. 

JM/dr 
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Introduction 

This report of the Senate Operations Committee on Services for the 
Handicapped sets forth recommendations for policy and procedure that will, 
if adopted and carried out, provide needed and appropriate direction to 
University efforts to provide access to persons with handicaps. The 
preparation of these recommendations has been the major activity of the 
Committee for the last two years, and it brings to a focus the policy 
development efforts that have been carried out for an even longer period 
of time. 

The Committee believes that these recommendations meet policy develop
ment needs that have increased in significance over the last several years 
as a result of improvements in access for students with handicaps. 
Through a supplemental state appropriation beginning in the 1979-1981 
biennium, the University has stren9thened its support service programs for 
students with handicaps and has increased its capacity to meet reasonable 
resource needs as mandated by equal opportunity legislation for persons 
with handicaps. The University's structural modification program has 
progressed to the point where most academic facilities are accessible if 
not actually barrier free. The number of students with handicaps in many 
programs has significantly increased, and students with severe disabilities 
are being admitted to courses of study which they have not often pursued 
in the past. Because of these improvements, there is a greater need than 
ever for the University to adopt system-wide policies providing direction 
to programs and faculty who work with these students. 

The Committee is presenting these recommendations to the Senate 
Consultative Committee as a significant step towards meeting this need. 
We believe that they are in keeping with the principles of University 
governance and that they clarify the University's teaching mission as it 
applies to students with handicaps. The Committee wishes to acknowledge 
its indebtedness to the 1978-79 University Committee on the Handicapped. 
This predecessor of our Senate Committee was appointed by President Magrath 
to advise on ways of meeting the needs of students with handicaps and was 
chaired by Dr. Maynard Reynolds. In its year-end report, this previous 
committee set forth a comprehensive and far-reaching plan of action for 
developing and providing services to persons with handicaps. Our committee 
has approached its policy development work by subjecting the recommendations 
of this 1979 report (the Reynolds Committee Report) to an intensive review. 
In the course of its review, the Committee has approved, refined, or revised 
these recommendations where deemed appropriate. The Committee has used 
economic feasibility and reasonable efforts as important criteria in its 
evaluation and revision of the Reynolds Committee Recommendations. In 
addition, the Committee has reclassified the recommendations on the basis 
of whether they concern policy or procedure. 
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The recommendations for policy recognize the importance of serving 
students with handicaps in integrated settings. Concerning the question 
of how services should be organized, they outline an approach that 
stresses decentralization and coordination. Concerning the question of 
how services should be provided, they outline an approach that stresses 
accommodation rather than remediation of disabilities. Needs are to be 
identified on an individual basis and accommodated through the flexible 
adjustment of requirements and teaching methods. It should be emphasized 
that these recommendations have been written so as to provide basic 
policies and not an exhaustive list of rules that will meet all possible 
contingencies. The Committee intends these recommendations to form a 
policy basis that the University can build upon as programs gain 
experience in addressing problems encountered by students with handicaps. 

The recommendations for procedure set forth specific measures that 
should be taken as means of implementing the policy recommendations. 
They are designed to protect the privacy rights of students and to make 
sure that appropriate accommodations are available in ways that respect 
the resourcefulness and independence of students. In developing these 
recommendations, the Committee has qiven attention to how the University 
can promote student integration through organizing resources in ways that 
make more effective cooperation between faculty and students and further 
the development of instructional strategies for enhancing academic success 
on the part of qualified students with handicaps. 

Five years of faculty and student committee work on developing 
policies for students with handicaps has resulted in a carefully considered 
set of recommendations. They are clearly needed. They are workable in an 
administrative sense, feasible from an economic standpoint, compatible 
with general University policies, and socially responsible. 

The Committee's recommendations have been divided into two sections. 
The Recommendations for Policy appear first and are followed by the 
Recommendations for Procedure. Two appendices have been added to the 
report for the purposes of clarification and reference. Appendix A, 
explanatory notes, offers explanations of the recommendations where 
appropriate and provides references to the recommendations in the 1979 
Report of the University Committee on the Handicapped (The Reynolds 
Committee Report). Appendix B consists of the Reynolds Committee Report. 
It is included with this report as a useful reference. Not only does it 
contain the recommendations that served as the basis for the Senate 
Committee's Report, but it also includes issue papers written by Committee 
members describing the rationale and setting forth the thinking that led to 
the original conception of the recommendations. 

2 
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Policy Recommendation One 

To realize its commitment to equal opportunities and to fulfill !legal 
requirements, the University should organize its support programs for 
persons with handicaps in a decentralized service system. That is to 
say that services for persons with handicaps should be organized 
essentially like the general organization of the University. Some 
services-may need to be centralized, but emphasis should be qiven to 
the broad decentralization of services. 

Policy Recommendation Two 

The President and the Central Officers Group should continue to give 
leadership in the area of improving access for persons with handicaps 
at the University of Minnesota. The delivery of necessary services to 
persons with handicaps requires a special coordinating authority at a 
high administrative level, i.e., a person who has direct links with the 
Central Officers Group concerned with the academic, health-related, 
physical plant, and student personnel units of the University. Such a 
coordinating authority should be responsible for implementing the 
principles of equal access to the University for all persons with 
handicaps, in the sense of providing general leadership and coordination 
within the University over the broad domains of services that affect 
persons with handicaps. 

Policy Recommendation Three 

Because of continuing problems of physical ang_program access by persons 
who have ~andicap~, a broad-based Senate ~~jJcommittee on services to 
persons w1th hand1caps should continue for the foreseeable future. 

Policy Recommendation Four 

Programs for students with handicaps should emphasize self-reliance in 
order to enhance such students• capabilities to benefit from educational 
opportunities. 

1 
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Policy Recommendation Five 

Participation in programs for students with handicaps should be voluntary 
on the part of students. However, every effort, including the use of 
alternative modes of communication, should be employed to provide 
information about programs to students. 

Policy Recommendation Six 

The University should treat data on individuals with handicaps with maximum 
confidentiality. No information should be collected for administrative 
purposes except that essential for student accommodation or required by 
law. Information for planning and monitoring should be collected in a 
form that addresses the kind and number of programs and services meeting 
special needs. Case information collected for the purpose of providing 
medical or psychological treatment should not be released unless required 
by law or freely authorized by the individuals concerned. 

Policy Recommendation Seven 

Members of the University community should resist the labeling of students 
according to traditional categories of handicap. Emphasis should be on 
the development of the necessary resources and skills to serve students 
who have such problems as limited hearing, vision, and mobility, without 
attaching labels to the persons. 

Policy Recommendation Eight 

The focus of efforts to meet the needs of persons with handicaps should be 
on accommodation of disabilities and not on identification or remediation 
of disabilities. Academic adjustments should be made on a flexible and 
individual basis. Faculty members are expected to encourage students to 
make needs for accommodations known and make academic adjustments for all 
students with documentable disabilities. 

Policy Recommendation Nine 

Where needed accommodations in academic assessment procedures cannot be 
provided or the effectiveness of a given accommodation is questionable, 
decisions should err on the side of increasing rather than decreasing 
the educational opportunities for students with handicaps. 

2 
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Policy Recommendation Ten 

University administrators and faculty should actively foster inter
institutional cooperation in the development and dissemination of 
knowledge about educational accommodations for students with handicaps. 

Policy Recommendation Eleven 

The University should maintain a firm commitment to support departments 
and units that provide appropriate accommodations for students with handi
caps. The University should make every reasonable effort to provide 
financial supports to both students with handicaps and programs serving 
such students on the basis of an 11 excess cost 11 principle, that is, financial 
support that will offset extra costs connected with accommodating educational 
needs related to disability. 

3 
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PROCEDURAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Procedural Recommendation One 

A staff person in each college office should be designated as a coordinator 
for handicapped students. The college coordinator should be responsible 
for ensuring that accommodations and services are available to handicapped 
students where appropriate. In each of the chief subdivisions of the 
colleges (departments on the Twin Cities campus), a member of the regular 
faculty should be designated to serve as a contact person who is respon
sible for the area of program cooperation. He or she should work with 
students and other faculty members of the department when questions arise 
related to the need for instructional or curricular accommodations. 
Arrangements should be made so, that when appointed, faculty contact 
persons and college coordinators can receive appropriate information about 
the needs and abilities of students with various handicaps and the nature 
of campus and other resources available to students and faculty. 

Procedural Recommendation Two 

Two working committees should address physical and program access problems 
and report to the central coordinating authority. The Physical Access 
Committee should continue to plan structural modifications and set 
priorities for accessibility projects. The Program Access Committee should 
be appointed from the college coordinators for handicapped students. It 
should carry out such functions as identifying problems related to access 
to programs for students with various handicaps and seeking solutions to 
these problems where possible, collecting and disseminating information on 
community resources and other forms of help, identifying barriers and 
opportunities for students with respect to academic program course require
ments and vocational options. For purposes of communication and coordi
nation with both working committees, the chairpersons of these two working 
committees are to be appointed to the Senate Operations Committee on 
Services for the Handicapped as regular members. 

Procedural Recommendation Three 

To make sure that students, staff, and faculty with handicaps are well 
served when they are recruited and enrolled or hired by University programs, 
the University should strive to provide access for these individuals. The 
University should continue to study the needs of persons with handicaps and, 
where necessary, develop, improve, and strengthen its capacity to meet these 
needs. 

4 
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Procedural Recommendation Four 

University officials should seek to meet federal accountability criteria 
on the basis of kinds of services provided (e.g., classroom relocations, 
auxiliary aids, instructional adaptations, testing accommodations, etc.) 
and numbers of persons using such services rather than on the basis of 
rosters of individuals listed by category of disability. 

Procedural Recommendation Five 

The University should adopt as common practice the procedure of inviting 
persons with handicaps who have special needs to bring these to the 
attention of faculty, staff, or supervisors so that accommodations might 
be arranged. Such invitations should specifically be included in college 
bulletins, class schedules, and other offical University publications. 
In addition, faculty should be encouraged to include these on their 
course syllabi. 

Procedural Recommendation Six 

Because present methods of educational assessment for students with handi
caps (including all forms of testing, observations, and rating which are 
used to make decisions about students) involve many technical difficulties 
and because accommodations in assessment._px:ps_~dures that are valid for 
such students are not widely known ,ra~·program ()-f}research and development 
should be initiated in this field. ~---- - · 

Procedural Recommendation Seven 

Tests and other usual measures of academic promise or achievement may not 
be accurate when applied to students with handicaps. Owing to insufficient 
data on effects that handicaps or accommodations may have on the results, 
regularly used assessment methods should not be regarded as providing a 
definitive picture of essential academic promise or achievement. In such 
instances, attempts should be made to find alternative methods for 
documenting academic qualification or achievement. 

5 
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Procedural Recommendation Eight 

Assistance should be provided to University faculty and staff members 
who conduct and use the results of assessments so that they can increase 
their ability to provide needed accommodations. 

Procedural Recommendation Nine 

Special efforts should be undertaken to acquaint all members of the 
University community with the presence of persons who have handicaps 
and with the educational needs and legal imperatives that relate to 
educational services for them. 

Procedural Recommendation Ten 

The development of support services for persons with handicaps should 
utilize the expertise available in relevant training and research 
programs at the University. 

Procedural Recommendation Eleven 

The University should continue to develop partnerships with vocational 
rehabilitation agencies and other community services so that the 
resources of these organizations can be integrated into University 
support systems to improve the access of students with handicaps. 

Procedural Recommendation Twelve 

Regents and central administrative officers of the University are urged 
to continue to seek state appropriations as necessary to implement fully 
the principle of equal access for students who are handicapped. 

6 
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APPENDIX A 

EXPLANATIONS 

This appendix provides background information on the recommendations. It 
provides references to the Reynolds Committee Report and, where appropriate, 
it offers explanations of the concepts set forth in the recommendations. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation One: This recommendation appears as the 
first in the Reynolds Committee Report. It has been adopted by the 
Committee without significant change. 

It sets forth a new plan for organizing services for students with handi
caps in such a way that these students will have the opportunity to 
participate to the maximum extent possible in regular services provided by 
University programs. The Committee notes that, as stated in the Reynolds 
Committee Report, this plan suggests a mainstreaming philosophy: .. Persons 
with handicaps should be served by and in academic departments and other 
units that are normally responsible for providing these services ... This 
approach assumes that students with handicaps can be best served along 
with other students in integrated settings. To achieve this end, programs 
need to make sure that students with handicaps receive appropriate coopera
tion. Although some resources can best be provided centrally, staff and 
faculty of decentralized programs need to work with students who have 
handicaps to remove or reduce the impact of barriers to the use of alterna
tive methods of learning, communicating, traveling, performing manual tasks, 
or carrying out other functions for which unimpaired physical ability is 
generally used. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Two: This recommendation, appearing 
second in the Reynolds Committee Report, was adopted by the Committee with 
only minor changes to improve consistency in language. 

The Committee notes the importance of according high-level administrative 
attention and leadership to access considerations that involve all units of 
the University and to access problems that often cross vice presidential and 
campus lines. The Committee believes, further, that this recommendation 
is currently implemented fully as the result of action on the report taken 
by President Magrath in his December 26, 1979 memorandum to the Central 
Officers Group. According to the provisions of this memorandum, the Vice 
President for Student Affairs serves as the coordinating authority and an 
administrative steering committee, comprised of representatives from the 
vice presidential offices and the coordinate campuses, assist this officer 
in considering and coordinating University-wide access efforts. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Three: This recommendation adopts the 
major provision of the third recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report. 
The establishment of the Senate Operations Committee on Services for the 
Handicapped is responsive to this recommendation. In anticipation of the 
need for policy extension and revision that will surface as these policies 
are implemented, we are proposing that there will be need for such a 
committee in the foreseeable future. 

7 
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Concerning Policy Recommendation Four: This recommendation appears as the 
ninth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report. Often, progressively 
decreasing staff involvement in organizing student services and increasing 
student responsibility in seeking and using student services may be 
desirable. Implementation of this policy requires careful, individualized, 
flexible programming to meet a full range of needs and abilities that 
vary over time, even for individual students. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Five: This recommendation is a modifi
cation of the tenth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report. The 
Committee notes that the provision for voluntary rather than mandatory 
participation in special programs respects the independence and rights of 
those qualified persons who may wish to pursue educational or employment 
opportunities at the University without requesting special assistance or 
identifying themselves as having a handicap. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Six: This recommendation is a revision of 
the fourth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report. To further 
safeguard privacy rights, this policy restricts the collection of information 
for internal administrative purposes to that which is essential and it also 
places limits on the purposes for which information can be collected, that 
is, 11 for student accommodation ... 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Seven: This recommendation appears as the 
fifth recommendation in the Reynolds Committee Report. The Committee notes 
that it hardly seems necessary to refer to studies on the subject to 
recognize that stereotyping results from the practice of attaching labels 
or imposing categories on individuals who have physical or psychological 
differences. This policy would discourage the discrimination that follows 
from such stereotyping. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Eight: This recommendation represents a 
substantial reworking of the eighth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee 
Report. The Committee believes that University policy on meeting needs of 
persons with handicaps should focus on accommodating rather than identi
fying or remediating disabilities. That is, the accommodations policy 
should not hold the University responsible for providing services (such as 
mobility training, speech therapy, teaching sign language to deaf students, 
etc.) whose purpose is remedial or rehabilitative in nature (that is, 
designed to diagnose impairments and provide the training and tools needed 
by persons with disabilities to function independently). 

The Committee believes that an effective approach toward planning and 
providing accommodations does not require identifying or acquiring special 
resources to meet all possible adjustment needs that may arise. Setting up 
screening procedures for identifying all handicaps students, staff, and 
faculty may have is not a necessary service for which the University should 
assume responsibility. In addition, to put in place services and modifi
cations meeting needs of all handicaps in all situations before they are 
needed would not be economically feasible. 

8 
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The accommodations policy recommended for the University sets forth an 
approach for ensuring access to programs which would be responsive by 
determining needs on an individual basis and providing accommodations 
flexibly and appropriately suited for particular circumstances. The 
Committee feels this approach is effective and feasible. It encourages 
faculty to develop the readiness to provide academic adjustments and 
expects them to respond affirmatively when the need arises while seeing 
no need for them to arrange adjustments that might not be used or needed. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Nine: This recommendation appears as 
the twelfth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report, and it has 
been adopted by the Committee without change. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Ten: This recommendation is the 
seventeenth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report, and it has 
been adopted by the Committee with minor changes for purposes of clarity. 
The Committee notes that in order to support and benefit from such 
cooperative efforts, University programs should encourage their represen
tatives to participate in programs expanding educational opportunities for 
students with handicaps carried out by such organizations as the Trace 
Research Center at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, the American Council on 
Education, and the College and University Personnel Association. 

Concerning Policy Recommendation Eleven: This recommendation is a rev1s1on 
of the eighteenth and twentieth recommendations of the Reynolds Committee 
Report. Programs may need supports of several kinds: making physical 
accommodations, developing techniques for accommodating disability-
related instructional needs, training staff, providing effective student 
supports, and budgeting for costs of providing modified materials and 
adaptive equipment. Students may need financial supports that will 
relieve them of any excess or extra education-related costs they may incur 
over and above those of other students as a result of disability. In 
order to prevent general service levels of particular programs from being 
significantly affected, it is desirable for the University to provide 
funding supplements to cover the costs of accommodations whenever feasible 
and reasonable. In some cases (where costs are extremely high), it may 
be necessary for central resource officers, program directors, department 
heads, and other responsible personnel to work cooperatively to see if 
contributions can be obtained from a variety of sources that may have a 
responsibility or interest in making available needed accommodation. 

9 
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Concerning Procedural Recommendation One: This recommendation does not 
appear in the Reynolds Committee Report. It proposes a procedure for 
implementing the first policy recommendation, which indicates that services 
for students with handicaps should be organized according to the existing 
distribution of central and decentralized services at the University. 
The designation of coordinators for handicapped students and faculty contact 
persons provides colleges and departments a way in which they can effectively 
organize their efforts to work with students who have handicaps. 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Two: This recommendation is based on 
the third recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report, which, in addition 
to a policy advisory committee, calls for three working committees to address 
problems in the area of physical access, academic programs, and student 
services. In his response to the Reynolds Committee Report, President Magrath 
recommends that the committees on academic programs and student services 
should be combined into a single working committee (see President•s 12-26-79 
memorandum to Central Officers Group). The Committee approves this change. 
The Committee has placed the recommendation for the working committees in 
the section on procedures because they represent procedures for implementing 
policies on decentralizing and coordinating services for students with 
handicaps. 

In the course of its review of services for students with handicaps, the 
Committee has identified a number of concerns and needs which it is 
referring to the Program Access Committee for further action. These include 
conducting an inventory of accommodations provided by colleges and depart
ments together with an assessment of their costs and reviewing the procedural 
recommendations on assessment to determine whether it is feasible to carry 
them out. 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Three: This recommendation is a 
revision of the sixth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report. The 
Committee notes that this recommendation applies primarily to programs that 
may wish to take voluntary action in extending their services to persons 
with handicaps. Before recruiting students with handicaps, programs should 
conduct reviews to ensure that any resources these students may need to 
participate effectively are available. Without conducting self-assessments 
in particular, programs may, by recruiting students, perform for them a 
disservice. 

To avoid such disservice, the original Reynolds Committee recommendation 
calls for the development of 11 Support services .. prior to recruitment. 
The Committee has, for several reasons, replaced these words with the term 
11 Capacity 11

• Since 1979, the date of the Reynolds Committee Report, the 
University has developed some additional support services for students with 
handicaps. In addition, to serve students effectively, many academic 
programs may not need a substantial staff of special resource personnel. 
They do, however, need to strengthen capacity to meet these needs. They 
should have a physical setting that is free of significant barriers and an 
instructional organization that has the flexibility and readiness to provide 
needed accommodations. 

10 
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The Committee further notes that recruiting highly qualified students with 
handicaps will not only help programs achieve their teaching goals but 
also help them gain successful experience with accommodations that will 
benefit all students. 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Four: This recommendation appears as 
the seventh recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report and it has been 
adopted by the Committee with minor changes for purposes of clarity. It is 
included here as a procedural recommendation because it proposes a reporting 
procedure that protects confidentiality (Policy Recommendation Four) and 
discourages the labeling and categorizing of students (Policy Recommendation 
Five). 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Five: This recommendation, not 
appearing in the Reynolds Committee Report, has been adopted by the Committee 
as a procedure for implementing Policy Recommendation Eight, which concerns 
the provision of accommodations. Although little objective data is avail
able, experience indicates that a large number of students with handicaps, 
especially invisible handicaps such as hearing or health impairments, may 
be reluctant, for a variety of reasons, to approach faculty or staff, 
explain their disabilities, and ask for special consideration. By 
specifying procedures for inviting students to request accommodations, this 
recommendation is intended to foster an open and responsive approach toward 
making accommodations and help students more readily offset many of the 
disadvantages connected with their disabilities. 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Six: This recommendation is the 
eleventh recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report and has been 
adopted by the Committee without change. The Committee suggests that the 
administration refer this proposal to the Program Access Committee for 
review and comment concerning its implementation. 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Seven: This recommendation is a 
revision of the thirteenth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report. 
For students with handicaps, tests and other usual assessment methods may 
be invalid in the sense that they may, instead of measuring academic 
ability or achievement, reflect the effects of impaired manual, speaking, 
or sensory skills. For this reason, alternative methods of determining 
academic qualification or achievement should be employed. Such alternative 
methods might include administering oral examinations, relying on academic 
recommendations, seeking students' proposals for meeting essential require
ments, and considering records made in pre-college work (where there is a 
greater base of experience in the development of accommodations). 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Eight: This recommendation, appearing 
as the fourteenth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report, has been 
adopted by the Committee without change. Many questions about assessment 
accommodations need careful consideration. For example, should students 
who have handicaps (visual impairments, cerebral palsy, learning disabilities, 
quadriplegia, etc.) be given extra time to complete course examinations? 
How much extra time is "fair"? 

11 
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Concerning Procedural Recommendation Nine: This recommendation is the 
fifteenth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report. It has been 
adopted with minor changes. This endeavor will necessarily be long range 
and many-faceted in order to create the requisite attitudes, knowledge, 
skills, and resources to accommodate the broad range of students with 
handicaps. Examples of training needs include specialized training for 
interpreters and admissions officers and orientation for residence hall 
counselors, financial aid officers, students, and faculty. 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Ten: This recommendation is the 
sixteenth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report and has been 
adopted here with minor changes. A number of academic research and 
training programs may have the interest, expertise, and resources to help 
coordinators for students with handicaps identify needs of students and 
develop improved and cost-effective ways of accommodating these needs. 
Such cooperation can not only improve the effectiveness of University 
services and increase educational opportunities for students with handi
caps but also further the University•s academic research and training goals 
in professional fields involving work with persons who have handicaps. 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Eleven: This recommendation, which 
appears as the nineteenth recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report, 
has been adopted without change. Vocational rehabilitation and other 
community services provide financial assistance to offset disability-related 
costs and resources to meet interpreter, reader, and other special service 
needs to eligible students with handicaps. The University should adapt its 
services to the needs of students with handicaps, administer financial aid, 
and provide accommodations in ways that will enable this source of 
assistance to continue as an effective supplement for students. 

Concerning Procedural Recommendation Twelve: This recommendation is the 
twenty-first recommendation of the Reynolds Committee Report and has been 
adopted without change. Since 1979, the University has received an annual 
state appropriation for handicapped student assistance. The University 
should seek increases in this appropriation, as need indicates, to provide 
effective services to students with handicaps and help cover costs, where 
reasonable, of accommodating needs of students. 

12 



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Senate consultative Committee 
164 Food Science and Nutrition 
1334 Eckles Avenue 

Dean David M. Lilly 
School of Management 
225 Management and Economics 
~1inneapolis Campus 

Dear Dean Lilly: 

St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 
Telephone (612)373-3226 

February 28, 1983 

The University Senate Consultative Committee is pleased 
that the President has established the Task Force on Higher 
Education and the Economy of the State. We believe that the 
job of this task force is a difficult but very important one, 
with far-reaching consequences for the University. 

As President Magrath suggested in his letter of February 23rd 
to your task force, the Senate Consultative Committee would 
appreciate having an opportunity to meet with you (and perhaps 
with Professor John Adams, if available) to hear an early report 
of the progress of your group and to exchange ideas and perspectives. 
To this end, may I enquire whether you would be available to 
meet with us for an hour at 1:00 p.m. or 2:00 p.m. on March 31st 
or April 14th? If these times are not good for you, we will 
tr~~~uggest another, better time. Certainly, if you wanted 
to·~L~te other members of your group to join you when we meet. 
we would be very pleased to have thun. 

We wish you intelligent and wise deliberations. As we 
note the composition of your group, we expect nothing less. 

PBS:mbp 

xc: John Adams 
Vice President Hasselmo 

Patricia B. Swan, Chair, 
Senate Consultative Committee 
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Dr. David Lilly, Dean, 
School of Management 
225 Management & Economics 
Hinneapolis Campus 

Dear Dean Lilly: 

University Senate Consultative Committee 
164 Food Science and Nutrition 
St. Paul, M~nnesota 55108 
Telephone (612)373-3226 

March 21, 1983 

Thank you for agreeing to meet with the Senate Consultative 
Committee from 2:00-3:00 p.m. in Room 626 of the Campus Club 
on Thursday, March 31st. We have. asked to meet with the chairmen 
of each of the Planning Theme Task Forces; you will be the first 
to meet with us. Two of the members of the Senate Consultative 
Committee, John Turner and Burt Sundquist, are also members of 
your task force on the economic development planning theme. 

I am sure that our conversation for the hour will range 
over a variety of issues. We will be interested to hear your 
view of your task. In turn, we will want to convey some of 
our perspectives. You will find that the Committee agrees that 
yours is a very important topic to the University and to the 
State. You will .:tlso fi:i.1d that we are con::erned abou-t balance 
and wise and realistic choices. 

We look forward to an interesting session. 

PBS:mbp 

cc: Vice President Nils Hasselmo 

Sincerely, 
/, 

. __ ::...--· -~ . 
. clt·~.-l""-~ -(~-

-~· I 
-' I 

:' .:;-·- . ~1/-l -i/ ;-:· • 

Patricia B. Swan, Chairman, 
Senate Consultative Committee 
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Nils Hasselmo 
February 28, 1983 
page 2 · 

Since my brief conversation with you on February 17th, 
I have made rto more progress in trying to decide what discussion 
sec or a subcommittee of sec might-have on the other planning 
themes, particularly the international theme;. I will try to 
turn attention to this matter very soon. However, please don't 
let my hesitancy hold you up in arty way. 

. - -

PBS:mbp 

Regards, 

~ 
Patricia B. Swan, Chair, 
Senate Consultative Committee 
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lS~ft I UNIVERSITYOFMINNESOTA Office of the President 
202 Morrill Hall 

February 23, 1983 

100 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

TO: The Task Force on Higher Education and the Economy of the State 
David M. Lilly, School of Management, Chairman 
John S. Adams, College of Liberal Arts, Deputy Chairman 
Mahmoud M. Abdel-Mbnem, College of Pharmacy 
Elizabeth S. Blake, University of Minnesota, MOrris 
Victor A. Bloomfield, College of Biological Sciences 
John E. Brandl, Humphrey Institute 
Clarke A. Chambers, College of Liberal Arts 
Virginia H. Gray, College of Liberal Arts 
Richard J. Goldstein, Institute of Technology 
Robert M. Hexter, Institute of Technology 
1\tayri"}e A, Jess.,;el:Rt\School of Business and Economics, University 

of Minnesota, DUl.titllL-'?ro.h-s.s:.,..- .]e.-ro\d. I"\. Pet·USC YL 

J. R. Johnson, Graduate School 
Bernard L. Mirkin, Medical School 
Kenneth J. Roering, School of Management 
Vernon W. Ruttan, College of Agriculture 
Roger W. Staehle, Institute of Technology 
Wesley B. Sundquist, College of Agriculture 
John E. Turner, College of Liberal Arts 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am writing to ask you to serve as a Task Force on Higher Education and the 
Economy of the State. 

The task- force is being set up as a means of pursuing one of the primary themes 
selected for the current cycle of institutional planning. Another task force 
is being established at this time to deal with the quality of graduate education 
and research; at a later date task forces will be appointed to deal with the 
student experience (focusing primarily on certain aspects of undergraduate 
education), the international character of the University, and the impact of 
new computation, communication, and information technology. 

The areas have been chosen for emphasis in this planning cycle after extensive 
discussions with the President's Planning Council, deans, and the Senate Con
sultative Committee. It is also my personal conviction that, in addition to the 
careful planning in collegiate and support units that has been underway for 
some time, we need to focus attention on these areas as a matter of institu
tional concern. At this point, I regard the pursuit of the question of the 
University's contribution to the state's economy and the question of the quality 
of graduate education and research as absolutely critical to the development of 
the University. 

I am greatly encouraged by the fact that the discussions that '"e have conducted 
within the University over the past several months concerning these matters have 
more recently been matched by eA~ressions of concern by external groups such as 
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the Minnesota High Technology-Council, the Minnesota Business Partners, and the 
Commission on Technology and the Improvement of Employment, established under 
the auspices of the Minnesota Wellspring project. As you are undoubtedly aware, 
some of the recommendations that have been brought forward both by the Unjversity 
and these external groups (working with representatives of the University) are 
reflected in proposals made recently by the governor. 

I am most gratified that David M. Lilly, Dean of the School of Management, has 
agreed to serve as my special consultant on the University and the ~linnesota 
economy and that, as part of those responsibilities, he has agreed to chair this 
task force. I would appreciate it very much if those of you named above would 
be able and willing to join Dean Lilly in this important task. 

As a means of introducing you to the task being placed before you, let me quote 
from the plan for the current cycle of planning: 

Objective: "To improve substantially the University's contribution to the 
development of the state's economy, especially in the areas of 
tedmology and management." 

"By virtue of its mission, quality, size, and location, the 
University is in a unique position to aid the development of 
the ~1innesota economy through its teaching, research, and service 
programs. Many segments of the University are involved in 
such development and transfer of knowledge and skills (for 
example,_ agriculture, forestry, physical sciences, health 
sciences, engineering, and management). These areas of the 
University have a long-standing reputation for responding to 
the needs of the Minnesota economy. However, the University 
could provide more aggressive leadership within the state for a 
concerted effort to improve the economy of the state, especially 
through the development and transfer of technology and manage
ment skills. This is fully consistent with our long-term view 
that the University is a wise investment for the citizens of 
Minnesota. 

The research programs of the faculty are in many instances re
lated to economic development. In addition, the University 
could take other steps to promote the transfer of knowledge 
and skills. Part of the transfer is instructional both to the 
general public and to specific clientele. The Agricultural 
Extension Service·· is a good example in one area of this role. 
Another aspect may involve creating an environment that attracts 
certain development projects into a symbiotic relationship with 
the University. Still another aspect may be the provision of 
facilities and services that are necessary to support entre
preneurship." 

The task placed before you is thus to make recommendations concerning steps that 
should be taken to achieve the objective of improving the University's contribu
tion to the state's economy. The recommendations may include new or amended 
policies, cooperative arrangements with business and industry, internal reorgani
zation, funding priori ties, etc. ) would like to receive your recorrnnendations as 
soon as possible, and no later than ~1av 15, 1983. This does not mean that the 
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work of the task force would necessarily end by May 15. I hope to receive by 
that date some recommendations concerning steps that can be taken immediately, 
but I also encourage you to recommend steps that may require further analysis 
and planning before they can be implemented. In other words, I would like to 
be able to consider an extension of the life of the task force after I have had 
an opportunity to review your recommendatio~s. 

In order to ensure coordination of various aspects of our planning effort, I'm 
asking the various task forces to cooperate with the President's Planning Council. 
I am asking Vice President Hasselrno, as the vice president responsible for 
institutional planning and the chairman of the President's Planning Council, 
to serve as liaison between central administration and the task forces. He will 
be assisting you with staff support as needs arise. I would also appreciate it 
if at some point in your deliberations, a discussion with the Senate Consultative 
Committee could be arranged in order to ensure that this important group is kept 
abreast of developments in the task force. I will, of course, be forwarding your 
final report to the Consultative Committee for discussion when I receive it. 

For your information, I enclose an "Overview of the Second Cycle of Planning". 
If you have any questions concerning the planning effort, or the task force, 
please feel free to contact David Lilly or Nils Hasselmo. 

Thank you for considering this important assignment. If for some reason you find 
that you cannot accept appointment to the task force, please let me know as soon 
as possible. 

cc: University Vice Presidents 
General Counsel 
University Provosts 

Cor~ll '/ \;·, t~-
v"' 

C. Peter Magrath 
President 

Patricia B. Swan, Chair, Senate Consultative Committee 
Irwin Rubenstein, Chair, Senate Planning Committee 

Encl. 
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HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY OF THE STATE 

INSTITUTIONAL GOALS: 

To develop and maintain sound mechanisms for assessing and responding 
to the needs of the citizens of the state. 

To maintain programs with outstanding records of response to the needs 
of our constituents. 

To capitalize on opportunities to improve programs that address 
important societal needs. 

OBJECTIVE: m IMPROVE SUBSTANTIALLY THE UNIVERSITY'S CONTRIBUTION 1D THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE'S ECONOMY, ESPECIALLY IN THE AREAS OF 
TECI-OOLOGY AND 1'-lANAGEMENT. 

DISCUSSION: By virtue of its mission, quality, size, and location, the University 
is in a unique position to aid the development of the Minnesota 
economy through its teaching, research, and service programs. 
Many segments of the University are involved in such development 
and transfer of knowledge and skills (for example,. agriculture, 
forestry, physical sciences, health sciences, engineering, and 
management). These areas of the University have a long-standing 
reputation for responding to the needs of the ~linnesota economy. 
However, the University could provide more aggressive leadership 
within the state for a concerted effort to improve the economy of 
the state, especially through the development and transfer of 
technology and management skills. This is fully consistent with 
our long-term view that the University is a wise investment for the 
citizens of Minnesota. · 

The research programs of the faculty are in many instances related 
to economic development. In addition, the University could take 
other steps to promote the transfer of knowledge and skills. Part 
of the transfer is instructional both to the general public and to 
specific clientele. The Agricultural Extension Service is a good 
example in one area of this role. Another aspect may involve 
creating an environment--that attracts certain development projects 
into a symbiotic relationship 1vith the University. Still another 
aspect may be the provision of facilities and services that are 
necessary to support entrepreneurship . 

. PROPOSED STEPS: 

1.) Formulating a strategy for dealing systematicallY with the question 
of the University's contribution to the state's economy in the areas 
of technology and management. 

"" 
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2.) EA~loring the feasibility of entering into cooperative arrangements 
with business and industry to further research and economic development 
and the transfer of knowledge and skills. 

3.) Giving priority to proposals that address the University's contribution 
to the state's economy in the areas of technology and management, 
including biennial requests, reallocation of funds, and outside fund
raising. 

4.) Amending, or seeking to have amended, policies, rules, and regulations 
that hinder the University's contribution to the state's economy in 
the areas of technology and management; formulation of new policies. 

OUTCOMES AND TIMING: 

Outcomes Timing 

Strategy paper May 15, 1983 

Policy amendments; new policies Oct. 1, 1983 

Cooperative arrangements June 1, 1983 

Selecting targets of opportunity June 1, 1983 
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March 18, 1983 

David M. Lilly 
School of Management 
225 Management/Ecanondcs Bldg. 
West Bank Campus 

Dear David: 

You asked me to state briefly the expectations I have as far as the Task Force 
on Higher Education and the Economy of the State is concerned. 

First, as I think you know, the particular "thene'' developed into its present 
fonn from a mre limited one focusing on tedmology transfer. I fully expect 
that the "theme" my develop further as the task force proceeds. It is in a 
very real sense up to the task force to define the issues that should be 
addressed under the ·general rubric of ''higher education and the economy of the 
state". 

Second, having said that, I obviously have some expectations. 

I expect 

I expect 

that the task force will submit a report by t.fay 15 that includes 
l'eCOJIIDEmdations concerning mechanisms that the University should 
establish to iqlrove its contributions to the economy, including 
both ten\)Orary and mre permanent ones, and taking into accotmt 
existing mec.hanisms both centrally (e.g., the Patent Office) and in 
the various colleges; 

that it will identify some of the key activities in support of the 
economy that the University is involved in already; 

that it will identify the expectations of selected outside clienteles 
as far as the University's contributions to the economy are concerned; 

that it will make recoDIIlmdations concerning what the University 
ought to do, given outside expectations, our own capability, and the 
overall mission of the University. 

that the task force will concentrate on specific forms of interaction 
between the University and the economy rather than on the mre 
general role that the institution has within the economic fraJJeWOrk 
of the state and the region. 
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I would also like to take this opportunity to suggest that you neet with Neal 
Vanselow, Fred Bohen, and Bob lblt to get their suggestions and views. (I know 
that you have already met with Peter and Ken.) All three of them have expressed 
an interest in the work of the task force. 

Let me conclude by saying that I think the steps you have taken so far are very 
promising. I appreciate very DUCh the fact that you have been willing to take 
on what I consider a key elenent in the planning process. 

Cordially, 

Nils Hasselm 
Vice President for 
Administration & Planning 

pw 

cc: c. Peter Magrath 
Kenneth H. Keller 
Frederick M. Bohen 
Neal A. Vanselow 
Jolm s. Adams 
David M. Merchant 
Carl R. Adams 



UNIVERSilY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Office of the Dean 

School of Management 
271 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 
(612) 373-4495 

March 29, 1983 

TO: All Faculty and Staff 

FROM: David M. Lilly, Chairman 

RE: Task Force on Higher Education and the Economy of Minnesota 

As you may know, President Magrath has appointed a Task Force on Higher 
Education and the Economy of the State. The objectives of this Task Force 
are: (1) to identify ways in which the considerable capability of the Uni
versity can be "extended" to better serve the needs of the state and its 
economy; (2) to identify and suggest organizational and institutional changes 
that might be needed to enable the University to better serve the s~ate; and 
(3) to identify budget implications of any changes suggested. 

To meet these objectives the Task Force is conducting two surveys: 
(1) one of the people in the public and private sectors to obtain their per
ceptions of how the University can be more helpful to the larger economy, 
and (2) one of Department Heads and Chairpersons to identify how they believe 
their units could better contribute to the recovery and development of the 
economy. These two processes are currently under way. 

We wanted you to know about this significant effort to identify ways 
in which the University can contribute more effectively to the development 
of the state· and its economy. We also solicit any ideas or views you might 
have on how we can be more effective. We are looking more broadly than 
technology transfer, and are interested in how any of our knowledge bases 
or knowledge capabilities can be more effectively mobilized to serve the 
state and its economy. 

We do not envisage that everybody would be involved in such activities. 
There is value in specialization. Some people are effective in working with 
the public and private sector, while others are not. Some people have an 
interest in this sort of thing, while others do not. 

If you care to take a few minutes of your time and give us your best 
thoughts, we would very much appreciate it. A memo or letter to me will do. 
We are interested in questions such as the following: 
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1. Which of your present activities have a potential payoff to the statets 
economy in the next 3-5 years? 

2. Is there now available a delivery system, either formal or informal, 
which provides a means of delivering that knowledge or skills to the 
private and public sectors of the state? 

3. What support would you need to be able to be more effective in relating 
this knowledge and skill base to problems of the state? 

4. Do you see need for organizational changes in the University to enable 
us to be more effective in such an endeavor? If so, what? 

5. Any other thoughts or comments you care to make. 

A list of members of the Task Force is attached for your information. 
We are also enclosing an addressed envelope to facilitate your response. 

Thanks. 

DML/leh 

Enclosures: 2 
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~ MEMBERSHIP OF TASK FORCE 
on 

HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY OF THE STATE 

David M. Lilly, Chairman 

Mahmoud M. Abdel-Monem, College of Pharmacy 

John E. Brandl, Humphrey Institute 

Clarke A. Chambers, College of Liberal Arts 

Virginia H. Gray, College of Liberal Arts 

Richard J. Goldstein, Institute of Technology 

Ronald H. Hexter, Institute of Technology 

J.R. Johnson, Graduate School 

Bernard L. Mirkin, Medical School 

Jerold Peterson, School of Business & Economics, University of Minnesota-Duluth 

Kenneth J. Roering, School of Management 

G. Edward Schuh, College of Agriculture 

Roger W. Staehle, Institute of Technology 

Wesley B. Sundquist, College of Agriculture 

John E. Turner, College of Liberal Arts 

Carl R.- Adams, School of Management 

M. David Merchant, Secretary to the Task Force 
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Board of Regents 
Educational Policy and Long Range Planning Committee 
March 10, 1983; Regent McGuiggan presiding (P.S. Freier reporting) 

Under agenda item 4) 
ad also been approved 
technical programs in 

V.P. Keller said that a program in technical physics 
for Duluth. He made a short statement about increasing 
Duluth (but no mention of an engineering school). 

Item 5) A regent asked what "Operations Research" was. 

Item 6) There was a lengthy discussion of the reorganization of the Human 
Services Program combining School of Social Work, Department of Family 
Social Science, and Center for Youth Development and Research into single 
administrative unit in Home Economics. They will be eliminating Bachelors 
degree in social work in C.L.A. Future of program in Duluth in social work 
looks dim. There was some discussion about some of Duluth faculty in that 
program transferring to Twin Cities campus. There was lots of discussion 
by Regents about School of Social Work and Duluth program. They seemed to 
have not known these changes were planned. 

Item 7) V.P. Vanselow said that four schools (Medical, Dentistry, Pharmacy, 
and Nursing) have appointed task forces to look at decreasing class size 
(not Duluth Medical School or School of Public Health). He said that in 
both dentistry and medicine there is now a surplus. There has been a 50% 
decrease in applications to Dental School and a significant decrease in 
applications to Medical School since 1975-76. There are only two applicants 
per position now. Duluth Med School is already at critical size to have a 
class for two years of Med School (and couldn't be lower and be effective I 
imply). Nursing has plenty of good applicants. Regents commented about 
there not being enough qualified applicants for Dental School (and Med School?). 
Vanselow apparently does not intend to decrease class size this year. Regent 
Casey asked whether there had been a survey about potential needs. Regent 
Krench asked about Federal requirements for training certain numbers and those 
constraints have been removed. (It seemed to me there cannot be a very 
strong case made to keep both Med Schools going at least as far as number of 
applicants.) 

Item 8) V.P. Hasselmo explained the Planning Process. The Regents had been 
sent the same material SCC has seen. Regent Moore brought up "having lots 
of graduates is not a high priority" in Law School. There was quite a 
discussion with Regents wanting consultation with outside community about 
size of Law School and with Regents wanting to "help in these planning decisions". 

Regent Casey complained about 9-12% cut in Agriculture. There was lots of 
discussion with Regents obviously being interested in planning decisions. At 
dinner that night a certain Regent complained to me about central administration 
(who sets the agency for the meetings) always leaving the important items until 
the end when there is n~t time for full discussion. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

BOARD OF REGENTS 

Educational Policy & Long-Range Planning Committee 

March 10, 1983 

1:30 p.m., Regents' Room 

-~?ll~~;;;;A~ 
AGENDA 

.I 
•(!(':::-( 

1. New Minors in tl1e College of Liberal Arts, Twin Cities - Action -
K. Keller (p. 1) 

2. Additional Specialization Option Under the Existing Agricultur~l 
Education Major, Colleges of Agriculture and Education, Twin Cities -
Action - K. Keller (pp. 2-6) 

6. 

Change in Names for Options Under the Industrial Technology Major 
for the B.A.S. Degree, College of ~ducation, UMD - Info - K. Keller 
(po 7) 

Addition of Minor in Computer Science to be entitled Minor in Computer 
Science-Applied for the B.A. Degree, College of Letters and Science, -·~ 

Ul-ID - ~0 - K. Keller. (pp. 8-11). ~~~ I~ r .,.. -
Discontinuation of the Program forth~ M.s. and Ph.D. Degrees in ~~~~ 
the Field of Operations Research - Info - K. Keller (pp. 12-13) ~ 

Reorganization of the Human Services Program- Info·-·K. 
I £oil PIA<Il-~ ~tt«· d''- -J. -

Health Sciences Enrollment Planning ~ Info - N. Vanselow 

Keller (p. 14) 

(pp. 15-16) 

Planning Process and Priority Setting for 1983-85 - Info - c. P. Magrath/ 

~--~~_:~-~~-~/K. Keller/N. Vanselow ~,uq(.Ol..~~ , 

. ... ' ~ .~ 
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TWIN CITIES 

Office of the Dean 

School of Management 
271 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-4495 

March 30, 1983 
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TO: Department Heads and Chairpersons 

FROM: David M. Lilly, Chairman 
Task Force on Higher Education and the Economy of the State 

RE: Information Needed 

President Magrath has asked me to chair a Task Force to investigate 
ways that the University can make a larger contribution to the recovery arid 
development of the Minnesota economy. To do this we are undertaking two 
surveys: (1) one of people in the public and private sectors to obtain their 
perceptions of how the University can be more helpful to the larger economy, 
and (2) one of Department Heads and Chairpersons to identify how they 
believe their units could better contribute to the recovery and development 
of the economy. These two processes are currently under way. 

Attached please find a questionnaire designed to provide information 
on the University's capability. We have designed it with the idea that it 
can be completed in a relatively short time. We are interested at this 
point in preliminary ideas and information. Later there may be a more in
depth followup. 

There are a couple of things you might want to keep in mind. First, 
the idea of "extending" the University so as to better serve the public and 
private sectors does not imply that every faculty or staff member should be 
involved in such activities. There is value in specialization, and some 
people will enjoy such activities while others will not, while others will 
be effective and some will not be. 

Second, technical or technology knowledge is not the only form of 
knowledge of value to the state. Language skills, knowledge of political 
and social processes, and cultural knowledge are also of major value. 

Third, the time frame for applicability for this survey should be from 
3-5 years. A research university such as this one makes contributions in 
terms of both basic and applied research. We are at least as interested in 
basic research and knowledge as we are in more applied work. If you can 
suggest one or two areas in which basic research and knowledge might have 
a direct benefit to the state, it would be helpful. 
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Finally, we believe it useful to remind ourselves that Minnesota is 
part of a national and world economy. Knowledge which helps the state 
compete in these larger contexts is of special value. 

We do not want this questionnaire to be a burden on you or to take a 
great deal of your time. It is a "best efforts" endeavor. If you have 
difficulty in answering one or more of the questions, give us your best 
judgment on the remainder. 

DML/leh 
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HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY OF MINNESOTA 

c A SURVEY OF INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITY 

1. Briefly, what do you see as the major problem(s) confronting Minnesota's 
economy? 

2. Please list 3 to 5 of the most important ways your Department or Unit 
can contribute to the economy of Minnesota (more if appropriate). We 
are interested in particular and unique knowledge bases, skills that you 
provide in your educational programs, and services that you might offer. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 
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3. Does your Department or Unit now have a delivery system by which this 
knowledge, skills and services are delivered to private and/or public 
entities in the state? Please list both the formal and informal 
systems you now use, if any. 

a. Formal delivery systems 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

b. Informal delivery systems 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

4. Are the activities of direct relevance to the State's economy now funded 
at adequate levels? Yes No If not, what aspects of your 
Department's or Unit's programs need to be strengthened? 

a. 

b. 

c. 

5. Assuming a continued tight state budget, how might additional needed 
resources be financed? 

a. 

b. 

c. 
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6. Outreach activities are best handled by people who are interested in 
and capable of doing it. 

a. Are there among your faculty and staff individuals who would be 
able and willing to play a greater role in extending the knowledge 
base of your Department or Unit LO the larger economy? Please 
give some judgment of how many. 

b. What, if any, benefits would an expanded service role of this type 
have to your department or unit? 

c. What burdens or stresses would be imposed on your Department or 
Unit if some faculty or staff members were to play a greater role 
in such activities? 

7. What incentives would faculty and staff need to play a greater role in 
such activities? 
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8. Please suggest what changes you believe are necessary in the organization 
of the University or of your particular unit if it were to play a 
greater role in extending its knowledge to the private and public 
sectors of the economy. 

9. Finally, we would appreciate any comments you might have on how the 
University might better contribute to the development of the Minnesota 
economy. 

10. Name and address of Reporting Unit. 

You may want to have this topic as an agenda item for a forthcoming 
faculty meeting in order to get broad input into it. 

A list of the members of the Task Force is attached for your infor
mation. We are also attaching a self-mailer to facilitate your response. 

We appreciate your cooperation and assistance. 

Attachments: 2 
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Nils Hasselmo, Vice President, 
Administration and Planning 
200 Morrill Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Nils: 

University Senate Consultative Committee 
164 Food Science and Nutrition 
1334 Eckles Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 
Telephone (612)373-3226 

February 28, 1983 

The Senate Consultative Committee has received our copy of 
your charge to David Lilly's task force. The task force has a 
large job to do quickly and I'm glad I'm not the one who has 
to get this group of busy people together. However, I believe 
we will have considerable confidence in the collective wisdom 
of this group of outstanding colleagues. 

As I recall the evaluation of the First Cycle of Planning, 
I remember that "lateral" planning was mentioned as an area of 
weakness. What are your plans for improving such planning in 
Cycle 2? I realize that materials you discussed with sec at 
its January 20th meeting include "Inter-Unit Planning: and 
suggest "candidates for inter-unit planning in Cycle 2: Biochemistry, 
Student Services; and Personnel." However, much of the problem 
in Cycle 1 was that certain decisions for retrenchment and 
priority were made in a single unit, but they influenced the 
work ·and pld.i1ning of other units. This type o.:: problem probably 
cannot be addressed with a finite number of task forces. 
Instead, some means for college faculties to look across at the 
planning of faculties in other colleges may be needed. Obviously, 
in an institution this complex, most units will want to examine 
only plans of those other units whose work is most directly 
related. Is there any way that deans and planning groups of 
certain colleges might be encouraged to meet for discussion with 
deans and planning groups of certain other colleges? 

Perhaps the Planning Council, or its subcommittees, have 
already addressed this issue? What are you thinking? I'd 
appreciate brief comment when you have time. Of course, this 
is not something of pressing concern and in any case not much 
could be done before unit plans are available (April 15th}. 
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Finally, we believe it useful to remind ourselves that Minnesota is 
part of a national and world economy. Knowledge which helps the state 
compete in these larger contexts is of special value. 

We do not want this questionnaire to be a burden on you or to take a 
great deal of your time. It is a "best efforts" endeavor. If you have 
difficulty in answering one or more of the questions, give us your best 
judgment on the remainder. 

DML/leh 


